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EXTENSION OF TORSORS AND PRIME TO p
FUNDAMENTAL GROUP SCHEME

by Marco ANTEI & Jimmy CALVO-MONGE

Abstract. — Let R be a discrete valuation ring. Let X be a proper and faith-
fully flat R-scheme, endowed with a section x ∈ X(R), with integral and normal
fibres. Let f : Y → Xη be a finite Nori-reduced G-torsor. In this paper we provide
a useful criterion to extend f : Y → Xη to a torsor over X. Furthermore in the
particular situation where R is a complete discrete valuation ring of residue char-
acteristic p > 0 and X → Spec(R) is smooth we apply our criterion to prove that
the natural morphism ψ(p′) : π(Xη , xη)(p′) → π(X,x)(p′)

η between the prime-to-p
fundamental group scheme of Xη and the generic fibre of the prime-to-p funda-
mental group scheme of X is an isomorphism. This generalizes a well known result
for the étale fundamental group. The methods used are purely tannakian.
Résumé. — Soit R un anneau de valuation discrète. Soit X un R-schéma propre

et fidèlement plat, muni d’une section x ∈ X(R), ayant des fibres intègres et
normales. Soit f : Y → Xη un G-torseur fini et Nori-réduit. Dans cet article on
introduit une condition suffisante pour étendre f : Y → Xη en un torseur au
dessus de X. De plus, lorsque R est complet de caractéristique résiduelle p > 0
et X → Spec(R) est lisse, nous utilisons notre méthode pour démontrer que le
morphisme naturel ψ(p′) : π(Xη , xη)(p′) → π(X,x)(p′)

η entre la partie première à p
du schéma en groupe fondamental de Xη et la fibre générique de la partie première
à p du schéma en groupes fondamental de X est un isomorphisme. Cela généralise
un résultat bien connu pour le groupe fondamental étale. Les méthodes utilisées
sont purement tannakiennes.

1. Introduction

Let X be a finite type scheme, faithfully flat over the spectrum of a
Dedekind ring R with fraction field K. Let XK denote its generic fibre and
let f : Y → XK be a G-torsor, with G an affine and algebraic K-group
scheme. The question of finding a model for f : Y → XK , i.e. a torsor over
X whose generic fibre is isomorphic to f , is as old as the famous Théorie de
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la spécialisation du groupe fondamental introduced by Grothendieck in [9,
Exposé X]. An historical overview of some of the most recent attempts
and results toward a general solution can be found in many of the papers
mentioned in the bibliography and several others, so it will not be repeated
in this introduction.
In this article we are providing an useful criterion to extend finite pointed

torsors. In few words we prove that in order for the torsor Y → XK to be
extended to X it is sufficient (and uninterestingly necessary) to extend it
with a finite and faithfully flat morphism T → X with some few extra
assumptions which are often satisfied even when T → X is not a torsor. To
show the usefulness of our criterion we will provide an interesting appli-
cation of our main result to the base change behavior of the fundamental
group scheme, as defined in [12], [13] and [5] (cf. also [10] for a more recent
construction). This will be explained at the end of this introduction. The
malleability of our criterion will also hopefully lead to new extension results
in the near future.
As usual throughout the whole paper we will denote by XB (resp. gB)

the pullback over the A-algebra B of the A-scheme X (resp. of the mor-
phism between X-schemes g), whenever A is a ring. Also, whenever we
will consider a G-torsor f : Y → XK , we will always assume, if not stated
otherwise, that G is finite, that f : Y → XK is Nori-reduced (or Galois),
meaning that OY (Y ) = K, and that it comes with a point y ∈ Y (Spec(K))
over xK where x ∈ X(R) is a given section. Finally we will always assume
X to be proper over R and that its fibres are integral and normal. Under
these assumptions we will prove the following result. (See the next figure
for an illustration).

Theorem 1.1. — Let R be a complete DVR (i.e. discrete valuation
ring). Suppose there exist a finite field extension K ′/K and a finite and
faithfully flat morphism ϕ : Z → X such that ϕ∗ϕ∗OZ is a free OZ-module
and ϕK = λ ◦ fK′ where λ : XK′ → XK and fK′ : YK′ → XK′ are
the natural pullback morphisms. If moreover OZ(Z) = R′ where R′ is the
integral closure of R in K ′ then, there is a M -torsor f1 : Y1 → X, for some
quasi-finite affine and flat group scheme M over R, whose generic fibre
equals the G-torsor f : Y → XK .

To prove this the reader will see that the hypothesis on R being a com-
plete DVR will be needed only to ensure that R′, the integral closure of R
in K ′, is also a DVR. In consequence, if we find ourselves in the situation
of Theorem 1.1 with K = K ′ then we would have that R′ = R is indeed
a DVR and thus the hypothesis that R is complete can be dropped. This
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Figure 1.1. Hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.

gives us the following corollary, which is often useful when we already know
how to close Y → XK before pulling it up over some finite field extension.

Corollary 1.2. — Let R be a (not necessarily complete) DVR and
X, Y , x as in Theorem 1.1. Assume Y → XK can be extended to some
finite and faithfully flat morphism ϕ : Z → X such that ϕ∗ϕ∗OZ is a free
OZ-module. Then there exists a M -torsor f1 : Y1 → X, for some quasi-
finite affine and flat group scheme M over R, whose generic fibre equals
the G-torsor f : Y → XK .

The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 3. It relies on the
construction of some Tannakian lattice over X that we will describe in
Section 2.2. This approach is similar to the one taken in [10], where Tan-
nakian duality is considered for categories of coherent sheaves trivialized
by proper surjective H0-flat morphisms. For the comfort of the reader the
notion of Tannakian lattice will be recalled in Section 2.1
In Section 4 we will provide an interesting application of our previous re-

sult to the theory of fundamental group scheme. Again from the aforemen-
tioned Grothendieck’s specialization theory, which will be widely recalled
at the beginning of Section 4, it is known that, whenever R is a complete
discrete valuation ring with positive residue characteristic p, η being the
generic point of Spec(R), and with X proper and smooth over R, then the
morphism

(1.1) ϕ(p′) : πét(Xη, x)(p′) → πét(X,x)(p′)

between the prime-to-p fundamental groups is an isomorphism (see Theo-
rem 4.2 for more details and notations). A similar result for the fundamental
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group scheme, though expected, has never been proved. In this article we
will then prove that the morphism

ψ(p′) : π(Xη, xη)(p′) → π(X,x)(p′)
η

is an isomorphism (cf. Theorem 4.3 for a precise statement). In order to
prove this claim one should be able to extend a pointed étale prime-to-p
torsor from Xη to X not after extending scalars but over R itself. However
from isomorphism (1.1) we can notably deduce that every prime-to-p torsor
over Xη can be extended to a torsor over X after extending scalars (for
each torsor a new and different scalar extension thus giving rise to possibly
infinitely many scalar extensions). To solve this inconvenient is where we
will need our Theorem 1.1.

Acknowledgments

We would like to thank the referee for a very careful reading and very
useful suggestions and remarks.

2. The Tannakian lattice of trivialized vector bundles

2.1. A short introduction to Tannakian lattices

To begin this section we present the essential definitions and the main
results on Tannakian lattices as given by [7]. First we discuss some nota-
tions. If ϕ : R → S is a ring homomorphism and C is a R-linear category,
we define the category CS obtained from C by extension of scalars as the
category whose objects are the same as those of C and with morphisms
given by

HomCS (X,Y ) = HomC(X,Y )⊗R S,
for any two objects X,Y of C. If F : C → D is an R-linear functor between
two R-additive categories, then there is a natural extension of scalars FS :
CS → DS of the functor F . If both C,D are tensor categories (over R),
then also the categories CS ,DS are tensor categories (over S), and if F is a
tensor functor, then so is FS . In a tensor category T we denote by T triv, the
full subcategory of trivial objects: it consists of objects X of T admitting
a monomorphism X → I⊕n, where n ∈ N and I is the unit object in T . If
R is a Dedekind ring, we denote by K its field of fractions.
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Remark 2.1. — In this paper we use the notion of trivialization meaning
the following: a sheaf of modules F over a scheme X is said to be trivialized
by a morphism φ : Y → X if the inverse image φ∗F is isomorphic (as
OY -modules) to O⊕nY for some n ∈ N. This is not to be confused with the
general notion of trivial objects in a category that we have presented above.
The first meaning of trivialization, that of a trivialized sheaf of modules,
was popularized in [6] and since it has been commonly used to refer to this
phenomenon.

Definition 2.2. — A (neutral) Tannakian lattice over a Dedekind ring
R is an R-additive, rigid tensor category T that satisfies the following:

(1) every morphism in T has kernel and image;
(2) the category TK obtained by scalar extension is abelian;
(3) there is an R-linear additive functor

ω : T → Mod(R)

such that
• ω is faithful and preserves kernels and images;
• the restriction of ω to T triv is fully faithful.

A result on duality for tannakian lattices is presented in [7]. We recall it
hereafter for the comfort of the reader. In what follows, for a commutative
ring with identity A, and G = Spec(B) an affine group scheme (finite or
not) over A, the category Rep0

A(G) (resp. RepA(G)) consists of finite and
projective (resp. finite) A-linear left B-comodules.

Theorem 2.3 ([7, Theorem 2.3.2]). — Let (T , ω) be a Tannakian lattice
over a Dedekind ring R. Then the group scheme G = AutR⊗(ω) is faithfully
flat over R and ω induces an equivalence between T and Rep0

R(G), the
category of finite projective comodules over G.

2.2. A Tannakian lattice over X

Throughout this section X will be a proper and faithfully flat scheme
over R, a complete DVR (as in Figure 1.1) with integral and normal fibers,
endowed with a section x ∈ X(R); in particular OX(X) = R. In order to
tackle the problem of finding an extension of a given Galois torsor, first we
can use Tannakian duality to obtain a group scheme over R that eventually
will lead to the construction of the desired torsor. As usual we will denote by
Coh(X) and Vect(X) the categories of coherent sheaves and vector bundles
over X respectively. The goal of this section is to prove the following result.

TOME 72 (2022), FASCICULE 1
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Theorem 2.4. — Let X, R and x be as at the beginning of this section.
Let furthermore f : Y → XK be a finite G-torsor and K ′/K a finite
extension. Consider the pullback fK′ : Y ′ → XK′ of f and assume the
existence of a morphism ϕ : Z → X such that OZ(Z) = R′, where R′ is the
integral closure of R in K ′ and, as in Figure 1.1, the restriction of ϕ to the
generic fibre coincides with λ◦fK′ . Let T be the full subcategory of Coh(X)
whose objects are all the vector bundles V ∈ Vect(X) trivialized by ϕ. If
ϕ is finite, faithfully flat and the locally free sheaf ϕ∗(OZ) is trivialized by
ϕ, then T endowed with the fibre functor ω := x∗ and unit object OX is a
Tannakian lattice over R.

For simplicity we will use lower case letters to denote the rank of a
vector bundle over a scheme, for example if V ∈ Vect(X), we will write
v := rank(V ). The proof of Theorem 2.4 involves the verification of a list
of axioms, and that is why we will divide it in several propositions. Note
that the condition ϕ∗ϕ∗OZ is trivial implies that ϕ∗OZ is an object of
T . The fact that OX(X) = R ensures that T is R-additive; it is also a
rigid tensor category, in the common way, by taking the usual definitions
of tensor product and dual of vector bundles.
In order to study kernels and images in our category we introduce a very

simple technical lemma.

Lemma 2.5. — If δ : T → Spec(R) is a faithfully flat morphism that
has a section t : Spec(R)→ T , and such that OT (T ) = R, with R being a
PID, then the functor δ∗ is fully faithful over the free OR-modules.

Proof. — Being t a section of δ, we have that δ ◦ t = idR. In order to
prove that δ∗ is full, when restricted to free OR-modules, we first need to
demonstrate that t∗ is fully faithful over the free OT -modules. Let m ∈
Hom(O⊕vR ,O⊕wR ), note that t∗δ∗m = (idR)∗m = m, and therefore

(2.1) t∗ : HomOT (O⊕vT ,O⊕wT )→ HomOR(O⊕vR ,O⊕wR )

is surjective. The first module is a free OT (T )-module of rank vw and
the second one is a free R-module also of rank vw, given that OT (T ) =
R. Then t∗ is actually an R-endomorphism of R⊕vw, now thanks to [18,
Proposition 1.2, p. 506] we have that t∗ is an isomorphism. Now let h :
O⊕rT → O⊕sT be a morphism of free OT -modules. As t is a section of δ,
then t∗δ∗t∗h = (idR)∗t∗h = t∗h, and given that t∗ is faithful, this implies
δ∗t∗h = h, and thus we have proven that δ∗ is full. Exactly like before this
is sufficient to deduce that

δ∗ : HomOR(O⊕vR ,O⊕wR )→ HomOT (O⊕vT ,O⊕wT )
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is an isomorphism, which concludes the proof. �

Remark 2.6. — Notice that as a consequence of the proof of Lemma 2.5,
one can prove that t∗, when restricted to free modules, is also exact. Indeed
t∗(u) = t∗δ∗(λ) = id∗R(λ) for some λ, morphism of free R-modules, then
t∗(u) is injective if and only if λ is injective, if and only if u is injective, as
δ is faithfully flat.

Proposition 2.7. — The category T of Theorem 2.4 has kernels and
images.

Proof. — Let V,W ∈ Obj(T ) and φ ∈ HomT (V,W ). We want to prove
that both the kernel and image of φ are objects of T . The morphism φ :
V →W induces a map ϕ∗φ : ϕ∗V → ϕ∗W , and given that V,W are objects
of T , this, up to isomorphisms, can be seen as a morphism ϕ∗φ : O⊕vZ →
O⊕wZ between free sheaves. Since the given G-torsor f : Y → XK is Nori-
reduced then we have that OY (Y ) = K, this implies that OY ′(Y ′) = K ′

as cohomology commutes with flat base change. Now, as j̃ is flat, we have
an injection OZ(Z)→ OY ′(Y ′) = K ′.
Now let R′ be the integral closure of R in K ′. Notice that the morphism

ϕ′ := p ◦ ϕ : Z → Spec(R) is proper, as it is the composition of proper
morphisms. Then we consider the Stein factorization of ϕ′, given by

Z
δ // Spec(R′)

µ // Spec(R),

for a proper morphism δ with geometrically connected fibres and a finite
morphism µ, which generically coincides with Spec(K ′) → Spec(K) [15,
Theorem 37.48.5].
Hence we have a proper and faithfully flat map δ : Z → Spec(R′). In

order to apply Lemma 2.5, we need a section to this map. Note that being R
complete, R′ is also a complete discrete valuation ring, according to [14, II,
2 Proposition 3]. Then from the valuative criterion of properness we deduce
the existence of a section t : Spec(R′)→ Z extending yK′ : Spec(K ′)→ Y .

The discussion above and Lemma 2.5 imply that the morphism ϕ∗φ

comes from a morphism of freeOR′ -modules, that is, there exists g : O⊕vR′ →
O⊕wR′ such that ϕ∗φ = δ∗g. Given that both the kernel and the image
of g are free R′-modules, and using that δ∗ is exact, we conclude that
Im(δ∗g) = δ∗ Im(g) = Im(ϕ∗φ) and Ker(δ∗g) = δ∗Ker(g) = Ker(ϕ∗φ),
and that they are free OZ-modules. As ϕ∗ is an exact functor we have the
isomorphisms

Im(ϕ∗φ) ' ϕ∗ Im(φ) and Ker(ϕ∗φ) ' ϕ∗Ker(φ),

TOME 72 (2022), FASCICULE 1
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finally using (faithfully) flat descent we obtain that Im(φ) and Ker(φ) are
locally free OX -modules. That they are trivialized by ϕ follows directly
from the exactness of ϕ∗. �

A consequence of the proof of the last two results is that, in our case, a
map between free OZ-modules has kernel and image that are also free OZ-
modules. Also the fact that Spec(R′) is the Stein factorization of ϕ′ = p◦$,
implies that the morphism ϕ factors through XR′ (the pullback of X over
Spec(R′)), hence there is a finite morphism h : Z → XR′ such that ϕ = γ◦h,
where γ is the projection γ : XR′ → X. This situation will be of great use
in Section 4.
Before continuing with the next step of the proof, we mention two results

that will be useful later.

Proposition 2.8. — Assume that X is either a reduced connected and
proper scheme over a field k such that OX(X) = k, or a Nori-reduced
finite torsor over a reduced connected and proper scheme T over a field
k such that OX(X) = k. Assume moreover that X has a k-rational point
x ∈ X(k), then for every essentially finite sheaf V over X, the canonical
morphism V (X) ⊗k OX → V , is an inclusion of V (X) ⊗k OX into the
maximal trivial sub-sheaf of V .

Proof. — Though the setting is a bit different the proof is exactly the
same as in [20, Lemma 2.2], considering that a finite Nori-reduced torsor has
a tannakian constructed fundamental group scheme, [3, Theorem I(3)]. �

Remark 2.9. — From this result we can draw the following conclusion:
if V is a essentially finite sheaf of rank v with global sections isomorphic
to k⊕v, then this implies that V ' O⊕vX . Indeed because V (X) ' k⊕v then
V (X) ⊗k OX ' O⊗vX (this if OX(X) = k, which is true for X as in the
proposition), then there exists an immersion O⊕vX → V whose quotient is
thus an essentially finite (hence locally free) sheaf of rank 0, which implies
that it must be necessarily the sheaf zero and therefore V ' O⊕vX .

The next result, which will also prove to be useful, follows directly
from [17].

Proposition 2.10 ([17]). — Let X be a proper, connected, normal and
reduced scheme over a field k and V ∈ Vect(X), then V is essentially finite
if and only if there is a finite morphism g : T → X such that V is trivialized
by g.

Now, we deal with the category TK that is obtained from T by extension
of scalars to K, the field of fractions of R.
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Proposition 2.11. — The category TK , which is the category obtained
from T by extension of scalars, is abelian.

To prove this we introduce a new category, T2, whose objects are the
vector bundles V ∈ Vect(XK) such that (λ ◦ fK′)∗V ' O⊕vY ′ , that is the
vector bundles over XK that are trivialized by λ ◦ fK′ = ϕK .

Lemma 2.12. — Let T3 be the category whose objects are the vector
bundles over XK trivialized by the torsor f , then T2 = T3.

Proof. — As morphisms in both categories are clearly the same it is suf-
ficient to prove that Obj(T2) = Obj(T3). The inclusion Obj(T3) ⊆ Obj(T2)
is obvious. Conversely, let V ∈ Obj(T2), meaning that (λ ◦ fK′)∗V ' O⊕vY ′ .
Being α flat, there is an isomorphism

f∗V (Y )⊗K K ′ ' α∗f∗V (Y ′).

As α∗f∗V ' (λ ◦ fK′)∗V ' O⊕vY ′ , we obtain that f∗V (Y ) ' K⊕v. Conse-
quently we have the following

(1) f∗V has rank v.
(2) f∗V (Y ) ' K⊕v.
(3) f∗V ∈ Obj(EF(Y )). (This is because V ∈ Obj(EF(XK)) due to

Proposition 2.10).
Using Proposition 2.8 and the remark that followed we obtain f∗V ' O⊕vY .

�

Remark 2.13. — The category T3 is the full subcategory of EF(XK) (the
category of essentially finite vector bundles over XK) generated by f∗OY ,
which is tannakian and so, in particular, abelian. We will denote it also by
EF(XK , {f∗OY }). Note that if V is an object of T , then j∗V is an object
of T2, recalling that ϕK = λ ◦ fK′ .

We now recall a proposition to be used later.

Proposition 2.14 ([8, Proposition 2.8.1]). — Let S be a Dedekind
scheme with generic point η, f : X → S a morphism of schemes, Xη

the generic fibre, i : Xη → X the canonical morphism. Let F be a quasi-
coherent OX -module, Fη := i∗F , G′ a OXη -module, quotient of Fη and G′
the OX -module image of F obtained by means of the composition

F → i∗i
∗F → i∗G′

Then G′ is a quasi-coherent and S-flat OX -module quotient of F such that
i∗(G′) = G′, and also it is the only OX -module quotient of F with these
properties.

TOME 72 (2022), FASCICULE 1
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The following result ensures that, in our case, the quotient of the latter
proposition is locally free:

Lemma 2.15. — Let us take V ∈ Obj(TK), set VK := j∗V and let
Q ∈ Obj(T2) be a quotient of VK (through an epimorphism u : VK → Q).
Then the only quotient Q′ of V , R′-flat, such that j∗Q′ ' Q, is an object
of T (then in particular it is locally free).

Proof. — We denote by u′ : V → Q′ the epimorphism whose restriction
to the generic fibre gives u : VK → Q. Pulling back u : VK → Q over Y ′ we
obtain (see Figure 1.1) the quotient

(fK′)∗λ∗u : (fK′)∗λ∗VK → (fK′)∗λ∗Q.

Being V ∈ Obj(TK) then ϕ∗V ' O⊕vZ , and therefore ϕ∗KVK = (λ ◦
fK′)∗VK ' O⊕vY ′ . Given that Q is an object of T2 then we have (fK′)∗λ∗Q '
O⊕sY ′ for some positive integer s.
Observe now that ϕ∗Ku = (fK′)∗λ∗u is a morphism of free OY ′−modules,

then, by Lemma 2.5 it comes from a morphism γ of free K ′-modules. Be-
cause of Proposition 2.14 there exists a unique morphism γ′ of free R′-
modules such that γ′K = γ. Now take δ∗γ : ϕ∗V → O⊕sZ . Its restriction to
K ′ equals the morphism ϕ ∗K u, but also the morphism ϕ∗u accomplishes
this. Again by Proposition 2.14 this implies that O⊕sZ = ϕ∗Q′, thus Q′ is
locally free and a member of T . �

We now analyze kernels in the category T .

Lemma 2.16. — Let us take V ∈ Obj(TK), set VK := j∗V and let
W ∈ Obj(T2) be a subsheaf of VK (through a monomorphism v : W → VK).
Then there exists a monomorphism v′ : W ′ → V for some W ′ ∈ Obj(TK)
such that j∗W ′ 'W .

Proof. — Consider the cokernel u : VK → Q of v; as VK belongs to
T2 and this category is abelian then Q is an object of T2 too. Following
Lemma 2.15 we construct the quotient u′ : V → Q′ which gives u when
restricted to the generic fibre, where Q′ ∈ Obj(TK). Set W ′ := Ker(u′), by
applying ϕ∗ to the exact sequence

W ′ �
� // V

u′ // // Q′ ,

we obtain another exact sequence

ϕ∗W ′
� � // ϕ∗V ' O⊕vZ

ϕ∗u′// // ϕ∗Q′ ' O⊕q
′

Z ,

in which ϕ∗W ′ ' Ker(ϕ∗u′), because of the exactness of ϕ∗. As men-
tioned immediately after Proposition 2.7, kernels of maps between free
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OZ-modules are still free, hence W ′ is trivialized by ϕ, then, again by
faithfully flat descent, W ′ is locally free; moreover W ′ ∈ Obj(TK). �

Proof of Proposition 2.11. — Let us consider the functor F : TK → T2
given by

F (V ) := j∗V,

for V ∈ Obj(TK) = Obj(T ). We will show that this functor is an equiv-
alence of categories, and consequently because of Lemma 2.12 and Re-
mark 2.13 we will obtain that TK is abelian. The fact that F is fully faithful
follows clearly from the isomorphism

HomTK (V,W ) := HomT (V,W )⊗R K ' HomT2(j∗V, j∗W ).

So we prove now that F is essentially surjective. For this set B := f∗OY .
Using the commutativity of direct image with flat base change we see that

λ∗B = λ∗f∗OY ' (fK′)∗α∗OY = (fK′)∗OY ′ ,

and therefore,
λ∗λ

∗B ' λ∗(fK′)∗OY ′ = (ϕK)∗OY ′ ,
the latter coming from the equality ϕK = λ ◦ fK′ . Again using commuta-
tivity of direct image with flat base change we obtain that (ϕK)∗OY ′ '
j∗ϕ∗OZ . The natural immersion B → λ∗λ

∗B thus gives us an immersion

B → j∗ϕ∗OZ .

A hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 was that ϕ∗ϕ∗OZ is a free OZ-module, or in
other words that V := ϕ∗OZ is an object of T , in this case we have an
immersion B → VK , where VK is an object of T2. By means of Lemma 2.16,
there exists W ′ ∈ Obj(TK) such that j∗W ′ ' B, consequently we have
proven the essential surjectivity at the object B. By taking duals also we
count with essential surjectivity in the dual B∨, and in finite direct sums
of B and B∨. Recalling that T2 = T3, and this last category is spanned
by the object B, so the only thing we are left to verify is that essential
surjectivity is preserved through quotients and subquotients, however this
is a consequence of Lemmas 2.15 and 2.16. �

Proposition 2.17 (Construction of the fibre functor ω for T ). — We
set ω := x∗. Then ω is a R-linear additive functor

ω : T → Mod(R)

such that
• ω is faithful and preserves kernels and images.
• ω restricted to T triv is faithfully flat.
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Proof. — Consider the commutative diagram of functors

T ω //

j∗

��

Mod(R)

−⊗RK
��

EF(XK)
x∗K // VectfK

Then ω = x∗ is faithful as j∗ and x∗K are (indeed, x∗K is the fibre functor
of the category EF(XK), which is known to be faithful).
Now we show that ω preserves kernels and images: consider the map

µ : Spec(R′) → Spec(R), which is a faithfully flat morphism (as R′ is a
free R-module of finite rank). If we prove that µ∗x∗ = (x ◦ µ)∗ preserves
kernels and images, then the same property will follow for x∗ because µ is
faithfully flat. To see this let u : V → W be a morphism in T , and let us
consider its image factorization

V // // Im(u) �
� // W,

if this is preserved by µ∗x∗ then we have a factorization

µ∗x∗V // // µ∗x∗ Im(u) = Im(µ∗x∗u) �
� // µ∗x∗W,

and the fact that µ is faithfully flat induces the factorization

x∗V // // x∗ Im(u) = Im(x∗u) �
� // x∗W.

Hence x∗ preserves the image of u. A similar argument can be done with
the kernel of u. Then we proceed to show that (x◦µ)∗ preserves kernels and
images. Recall that in p. 372 we used the valuative criterion of properness
to conclude the existence of a section t : Spec(R′) → Z of the morphism
δ : Z → Spec(R′). Clearly x ◦ µ = ϕ ◦ t, and therefore (x ◦ µ)∗ = (ϕ ◦ t)∗ =
t∗ϕ∗. Now let u : V →W be again a morphism of objects in T with image
factorization

V // // Im(u) �
� // W.

Now, ϕ being a (faithfully) flat morphism, this factorization is preserved
by ϕ∗, and therefore we have the factorization

ϕ∗V // // Im(ϕ∗u) = ϕ∗ Im(u) �
� // ϕ∗W,

However, as V,W are objects of T , then ϕ∗V and ϕ∗W are freeOZ modules,
then so are its kernel and image, as in Proposition 2.7. Hence previous
sequence is actually

O⊕vZ // // O⊕sZ
� � // O⊕wZ .
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Now by virtue of Remark 2.6 the previous sequence is sent by t∗ into

O⊕vR′ // // t∗ϕ∗(Im(u)) = O⊕sR′
� � // O⊕wR′ ,

In conclusion the functor t∗ϕ∗ preserves images, and in a similar fashion it
can be proven that it preserves kernels as well.
Now we prove that the restriction of ω to T triv is fully faithful. The ob-

jects in T triv are by definition those sheaves V ∈ Obj(T ) with a monomor-
phism V → O⊕nX for some n ∈ N. By the proof of Lemma 2.5 we already
know that x∗- with x being a section of p : X → Spec(R)- is fully faithful at
the free OX -modules, as OX(X) = R. So it is sufficient (and indeed neces-
sary) to prove that the objects of T triv coincide with the free OX -modules,
and this will clearly provide us with the desired result.
Take an object V ∈ Obj(T ) with a monomorphism V → O⊕nX for some

n ∈ N. Applying the functor j∗ and its exactness we obtain a monomor-
phism VK → O⊕nXK in EF(XK), where sub-objects of free modules are free
as well so VK ' O⊕vXK . We can reduce to the case where n = v. Indeed,
consider that the inclusion VK → O⊕nXK has O⊕n−vXK

as its quotient (be-
cause VK ' O⊕vXK ), then by Proposition 2.14 the quotient of the inclu-
sion V → O⊕nX must be equal to O⊕n−vX , this gives us that the morphism
V → O⊕nX → O⊕n−vX equals zero. As O⊕vX is the kernel of the projection
O⊕nX → O⊕n−vX then, by the definition of kernel, we must have an immer-
sion V → O⊕vX .
Let js : Xs → X be the natural closed immersion induced by the special

fibre of X, and ϕs : Zs → Xs the restriction of ϕ : Z → X over the special
fibre, and set Vs := j∗sV . As V is by definition trivialized by ϕ then we
also have ϕ∗sVs ' O⊕vZs . By virtue of Proposition 2.10 that means that Vs ∈
Obj(EF(Xs)). By semicontinuity (see for instance [11, III, Theorem 12.8])
we have the following inequality

dimk(Vs(Xs)) > dimK(VK(XK)) = v.

However Vs being essentially finite, Proposition 2.8 tells that we cannot
have the strict inequality dimk(Vs(Xs)) > v, consequently dimk(Vs(Xs)) =
v, and then by loc. cit. Vs ' O⊕vXs . The equality

dimk(Vs(Xs)) = dimK(VK(XK)) = v

implies, by Grauert’s theorem [11, III, Corollary 12.9], that p∗V is locally
free over Spec(R), then free, and generically isomorphic to (pK)∗VK '
(pK)∗O⊕vXK ' O

⊕v
K ; then necessarily p∗V ' O⊕vR . Applying p∗ to both sides

of the last isomorphism we obtain p∗p∗V ' O⊕vX . Considering the canonical
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morphism p∗(p∗V )→ V , we obtain a morphism

ρ : O⊕vX → V

betweenOX -modules of the same rank which is generically an isomorphism.
Then in particular it is injective. So it is sufficient to prove that it is surjec-
tive in order to obtain that ρ is an isomorphism, which would conclude the
proof. Again by Grauert’s theorem the direct image base changes correctly,
then the restriction of ρ to the special fibre equals the natural morphism

(ps)∗(ps)∗Vs → Vs,

which is known to be an isomorphism when Vs is a free sheaf of OXs -
modules, as in our case. So both fibres of ρ are surjective, and that implies
that ρ itself is surjective (this can be better seen on the stalks). �

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

In this section we provide the construction of the torsor f1 : Y1 → X,
as claimed in Theorem 1.1 or, more generally, a torsor over X whenever
we have a tannakian lattice T ' Rep0

R(M) over X. This problem has been
faced in [7, Section 2.4] for X an affine R-scheme and in [10] whenever
the affine and R-flat group scheme M associated to T is finite. In the
latter it is simply suggested to follow Nori’s construction presented in [12,
Section 2]. Our approach is similar to the second one just mentioned, but
we are not assuming neither X to be affine nor M to be finite. In order to
generalize Nori’s [12, Lemma 2.1] we need the following proposition, which
is a particular case of a result due to Wedhorn in a much general setting.

Proposition 3.1. — Let R be a Dedekind ring and B a R-coalgebra.
Let moreover L be a R-flat B-comodule. Then L is the directed limit of
B-comodules which are finitely generated and projective over R (then flat).

Proof. — This is [19, Corollary 5.10]. �

Now exactly like in the field case (as done in [12, p. 31-32 Section 2])
we can build Rep0

R(M)′, the category of all R-linear (left) representations
of M which are directed limit of representations whose subjected module
is finitely generated and projective. Then on a similar fashion, from the
functor F : Rep0

R(M) ' T → Qcoh(X) we obtain a new functor F ′ :
Rep0

R(M)′ → Qcoh(X). In order to obtain a torsor over X, as in the field
case, it is sufficient to consider Spec(F ′(R[M ])). The latter makes sense
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as R[M ] belongs to Rep0
R(M)′ by Proposition 3.1 and it has of course an

algebra structure. The details are left to the reader.
Therefore in our particular case the equivalence F : RepR(M) ' T pro-

vides us with a M -torsor f1 : Y1 → X, where Y1 := Spec(F ′(R[M ])).
Remember that by scalar extension we obtain the category TK for which
we have proved, in Section 2.2, the equivalence TK ' EF(XK , {f∗OY }) '
RepK(G) as f : Y → X is the given G-torsor. Then in particular MK ' G
(as (Rep0

R(M))K ' RepK(MK) by [19, (6.4)]). What is left to verify is that
the restriction of the M -torsor f1 : Y1 → X to the generic fiber XK of X is
the original G-torsor f : Y → XK . This is essentially a consequence of [12,
Proposition 2.9] (mutatis mutandis). Given the equivalence RepR(M) ' T ,
then the group scheme M is affine because it is the group scheme associ-
ated to a tannakian lattice (T ), the proof of this fact can be found in [7,
Section 2.3.1]. It is also quasi-finite because its generic fiber MK ' G is
finite (by hypothesis). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

4. Application: prime to p torsors

In what follows for any pro-finite group scheme G, by G(p′) we will denote
the biggest prime to p quotient of G, that is the projective limit of all
those finite quotients of G whose order is prime to p. We recall one of
the most important consequences of the already mentioned “théorie de la
spécialisation” (cf. [9, Chapitre X, Théorème 3.8 and Corollaire 3.9]) for
the étale fundamental group here denoted by πét:

Theorem 4.1. — Let f : X → Y be a proper and smooth morphism
of schemes, with geometrically connected fibres, with Y locally noetherian,
s, η ∈ Y such that s ∈ {η}, the latter denoting the Zariski closure of η in X.
We set Xs and Xη the respective geometric fibres. Then the specialization
morphism

sp : πét(Xη, x1)→ πét(Xs, x0)
(where x1 ∈ Xη and x0 ∈ Xs are geometric points) is surjective and:

• if char(k(s)) = 0 then sp is an isomorphism;
• if char(k(s)) = p > 0 then

sp(p′) : πét(Xη, x1)(p′) → πét(Xs, x0)(p′)

is an isomorphism.

Examples where sp is not injective are well known. One of the main
blocks in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is the following result (cf. also [16,
Theorem 5.7.10]):
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Theorem 4.2. — Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with
algebraically closed residue field k. We set S := Spec(R). Moreover let
f : X → S be a proper and smooth morphism of schemes, with geometri-
cally connected fibres and denote by η and s = s the generic and special
points of S respectively. We set Xs and Xη the special and generic geo-
metric fibres respectively and we fix a geometric point x : Spec(Ω) → Xη.
Then the morphism ϕ : πét(Xη, x)→ πét(X,x) is surjective and:

• if char(k) = 0 then ϕ is an isomorphism;
• if char(k) = p > 0 then ϕ(p′) : πét(Xη, x)(p′) → πét(X,x)(p′) is an

isomorphism.

Same as for sp it is known that ϕ may not be injective, for instance when
X is a relative elliptic curve with supersingular special fibre.

While trying to extend the results of Theorem 4.2 to Nori’s fundamental
group scheme one immediately notices that it is not possible to even com-
pare the fundamental group schemes π(Xη) and π(X) for a very simple
reason: they are not just groups, they are group schemes over k(η) and R
respectively, so no group scheme morphism can exist between them. How-
ever we can at least build the following pro-finite group scheme morphism

ψ : π(Xη, xη)→ π(X,x)η

where x : Spec(R) → X is a section of f and xη : Spec(k(η)) → Xη its
restriction to Xη. The morphism ψ being the schematic generalization of ϕ
it is natural to wonder whether it is a closed immersion or a faithfully flat
morphism, when it is defined. Though ψ is known to be always faithfully flat
(cf. [5, Proposition 5.5]), it is not known in general if it is a closed immersion
(thus an isomorphism). It is known to be an isomorphism if X is an abelian
scheme (thus marking a first important difference with morphism ϕ) and
in many cases if we restrict ψ to the biggest abelian quotients (cf. [2]). Here
we are going to prove that ψ restricted to the prime to p biggest quotients
is an isomorphism, more precisely:

Theorem 4.3. — Let notations be as in Theorem 4.2, where moreover
we endow X with a section x ∈ X(S) and assume char(k) = p > 0 then
the morphism:

ψ(p′) : π(Xη, xη)(p′) → π(X,x)(p′)
η

is an isomorphism.
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The notation cannot lead to any ambiguity as the two operations of
taking the prime to p quotient and reducing to the generic fiber are inter-
changeable. That the morphism ψ(p′) is faithfully flat is, again, a conse-
quence of [5, Proposition 5.5]. In order to prove that it is an isomorphism
it is thus sufficient to prove that it is a closed immersion.
After this somewhat historical introduction, if we denote by K the frac-

tion field of R, then it may be useful to come back to previous notations
for the generic fibre, i.e. Xη = XK . Now take a finite Galois G-torsor
f : Y → XK , where XK is the generic fibre of X, such that mcd(p, |G|) = 1,
with a point y : Spec(K)→ Y , over xK . To prove that the morphism ψ(p′) is
a closed immersion it is enough to show that every such torsor f : Y → XK

can be extended to a Ĝ-torsor f1 : Y1 → X, for some finite and flat R-group
scheme Ĝ, endowed with a point ŷ ∈ Y1(R) over x, this is an easy conse-
quence of [1, Corollary 3.1], as we already know that ψ(p) is faithfully flat.
In order to prove this we will apply Theorem 1.1 to Grothendieck’s theory.
Consequently, first of all we need to find a morphism ϕ : Z → X satisfying
the hypotheses of the theorem.
By Theorem 4.2 we know that there exists a finite field extension K ⊆

K ′ such that the GK′ -torsor Y ′ → XK′ obtained as pull back of Y →
XK over XK′ can be extended over X ′ := XR′ , where R′ is the integral
closure of R in K ′. More precisely there exist a finite and flat R′-group
scheme H and a H-torsor h : Z → XR′ , pointed over xR′ (pull back of x),
extending Y ′ → XK′ . As Spec(R′) → Spec(R) is finite and faithfully flat
(see for example [14, II, 2 Proposition 3]), the same holds for XR′ → X.
In particular the composition ϕ : Z → X given by ϕ := γ ◦ h, where
γ : X ′ → X is the obvious morphism, is finite and faithfully flat too.
Notice that by construction Z is connected (being a Galois étale cover).
The previous construction can be visualized in the following figure.

Y ′ //

++
fK′
��

Z

h
��

Y
f

��
XK′

//

pK′

��
λ ++

X ′

γ ++
��

XK
pK

��

// X

p

��
Spec(K ′) //

**
Spec(R′)

**
Spec(K) // Spec(R)

Figure 4.1. Model of a prime to p torsor under a finite extension of K.
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Summarizing, we have a finite and faithfully flat morphism ϕ : Z → X

whose generic fibre equals λ◦fK′ . In this case we also have OZ(Z) = R′. In-
deed, the Galois condition on the given torsor tells us that OY ′(Y ′) = K ′,
so we have an immersion OZ(Z) → K ′, then the result follows because
OZ(Z) is finite (and therefore integral) over R′ and because R′ is the inte-
gral closure of R in K ′. Therefore the only condition left to verify in order
to apply Theorem 1.1 is that ϕ∗ϕ∗OZ is a free OZ-module. We prove this
in the next lemma.

Lemma 4.4. — Set D := h∗OZ then γ∗D is trivialized by ϕ.

Proof. — First we notice that, k being algebraically closed, there is
an isomorphism of special fibres Xs ' X ′s, as the residue field of R′ is
equal to k, same as the residue field of R. This implies (cf. [9, Exposé X,
théorème 2.1]), that there is an isomorphism of étale fundamental groups
πét(X,x) ' πét(X ′, x), where x is a geometric point taken with respect to
K, an algebraic closure of K. Given that h is actually a (connected) finite
étale Galois covering of X ′, the above isomorphism of étale groups implies
the existence of a (connected) finite étale galois covering h : T → X, with
pullback over R′ isomorphic to Z → X ′, this is because of [16, Corol-
lary 5.5.8]. Then we have the following Cartesian squares

Z

h
��

γ // T

h
��

X ′
γ //

p′

��

X

p

��
Spec(R′)

β // Spec(R).

Recall that R′ is a free R-module of rank n = [K ′ : K], this induces the
isomorphism of OR-modules β∗OR′ ' O⊕nR . Using commutativity of the
direct image with flat base change in the lower square we have

γ∗OZ = γ∗h
∗(p′)∗OR′ ' h

∗
p∗β∗OR′ ' h

∗
p∗O⊕nR ' O⊕nT .

But h : Z → X ′ is a torsor, then we have h∗h∗OZ ' O⊕gZ , where g = |H| =
|G|, in other words h∗D ' O⊕gZ . Again using flat base change we obtain
that

h
∗
γ∗D ' γ∗h∗D ' γ∗O

⊕g
Z ' O⊕gnT .
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Applying γ∗ to the latter we obtain

γ∗h
∗
γ∗D ' O⊕gnZ ,

but γ∗h∗ = (γ ◦ h)∗ = ϕ∗, in other words ϕ∗γ∗D ' O⊕gnZ , as desired. �

It is interesting to point out that in this case M is finite, this is why
since the beginning of this section we considered the classical pro-finite
fundamental group scheme over X instead of its quasi-finite counterpart.
This will conclude the proof of Theorem 4.3. We prove this fact in the
following.

Proposition 4.5. — The R-group scheme M built above is finite.

Proof. — In this particular case the main feature is that the finite mor-
phism h : Z → XR′ is already a H-torsor for some finite group scheme
H over R′. The equivalence T ' Rep0

R(M) induces an equivalence TR′ ≡
Rep0

R′(MR′). If H is the full subcategory of Coh(XR′) formed by vector
bundles trivialized by the H-torsor h, then we can consider the func-
tor γ∗ : TR′ → H, that is faithful, because γ is faithfully flat. Using [4,
Lemma 2.11] we obtain an equivalence H ' Rep0

R′(H), and therefore we
obtain a functor Rep0

R′(MR′)→ Rep0
R′(H), and thus an affine group mor-

phism H → MR′ whose generic fibre HK′ → (MR′)K′ is an isomorphism.
This induces in turn an immersion R′[MR′ ] → R′[H], as both are R′-flat
modules. From the fact that R′ is Noetherian it follows that R′[MR′ ] is a
free R-module of finite rank too and so is R[M ]. �

The reader will notice that when the assumptions are comparable the
latter is also a consequence of [10, Theorem 8.10].
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